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Back to the Office: Tips from IDS

W

ith COVID cases decreasing and
restrictions loosening, IDS has
transitioned back into a physical office
space. As many companies around the
country begin to consider doing the same,
here are some tips for employees to
simplify the transition.

1

Stagger your return. Try going by
department or by team, and leave a few
days between each to give everyone time to
start to readjust - especially the IT team as
they start checking in computers.

2

Prepare break rooms and shared spaces.
Make sure that fridges are plugged in,
garbages have bags, and tables are dusted.
Just in case.

3

Plan a welcome back event. With
everyone together again, consider

providing lunch or some other treat to thank
everyone for their patience and hard work
during the trying times of the last year.

4

Clarify your mask and sick leave policies.
Many adjustments and rules were made
in the last year and a half. Make sure
everyone knows what the rules are moving
forward to avoid misunderstandings.

5

Clean up your desk. Clear out any
paperwork left behind before we started
working from home, and start fresh with a
neat, clean space.
Transitioning back into the office can prove
just as tricky as beginning to work from
home. With a careful plan, the process will
run much more smoothly. Have more tips?
Let us know on LinkedIn @IDS, Inc. or on
Twitter @idsDoc!

From the Desk of Compliance...

New QM Rule Affects Audit Outcomes

I

DS clients may have noticed changes in the
audits run on APR calculations, particularly on
ARM loans. This is a direct result of the revisions
made to the QM Rule to ensure documents are
compliant with new regulations, which has led to
the creation of the new QM Audit.
Though the APR thresholds have not changed for
General QM and Safe Harbor tests, certain ARM,
step-rate, and construction transactions are now
subject to an adjusted QM APR.
“The method of calculation is largely determined
by whether the interest rate will change in the
first five years,” said Compliance Officer Vince
Wilson. “If it does, the QM APR will be much
higher than the current standards.”
The reason for the higher rates on loans with
interest rates changing in the first five years is
the method of calculation. For certain ARM and
step-rate transactions with this changing rate,

the QM APR is now calculated by recasting the
amortization schedule using the highest possible
rate, instead of the initial rate and index plus
margin for the introductory period.
For ARM lending with changes beyond 36 months,
the difference is even more stark as they use the
highest possible interest rate for the life of the
loan to calculate the QM APR. As a result, lenders
may want to check that investors still intend to
invest in ARM products, particularly those with
3-year terms.
“ARM transactions aren’t the only ones affected
by the QM changes,” said Compliance Officer
Rulon Doman. “Construction loans are looking at
changes as well, as the construction period is no
longer taken into account for calculations.”
For construction loans, a construction period of
12 months or less is ignored during calculations
of the QM APR, and is instead calculated entirely

based upon the permanent period. This may also
lead to differing interest rates from past averages,
though not to the same extent as ARM loans.
Due to the changes in calculation method, lenders
may want to check their audit settings and
document requirements to observe how the new
QM APR audit is being utilized to keep documents
compliant. Lenders may also want to look at how
they offer ARM loans if they intend to utilize QM
protections on each loan.
“Our audits and documents have been adjusted to
reflect the regulatory changes brought about by
the new QM Rule,” said Wilson. “IDS clients don’t
need to worry about their document compliance,
and the QM APOR Audit will provide insight into
the regulations as lenders evaluate their lending
processes and investor interests.”
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